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## INTERPRETIVE SIGNS
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<tr>
<td>IN2 Wall Mounted Interpretive Sign</td>
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</tr>
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<td>IN3 Fee Standing Interpretive Sign</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note: These two options are proposed only for situations where pavers cannot be removed for installation. This method will make the removal of the plaques very difficult but will allow plaques to be installed if paving has been installed prior to the plaques' installation. THIS IS NOT THE PREFERRED METHOD.

Typical Location

Scale 1:20

Graphic Details
Interpretive text title cap X height = 35mm
Interpretive body text cap X height = 25mm
Refer to sheet 2 for construction details.
Note
These two Options are proposed only for situations where pavers cannot be removed for installation. This method will make the removal of the plaques very difficult but will allow plaques to be installed if paving has been installed prior to the plaques' installation. THIS IS NOT THE PREFERRED METHOD.

Typical Location
Scale 1:20

Golden Jubilee Celebrations 1902
Notification of the Jubilee celebrations was sent to universities throughout the world. Most British and all Australian universities sent representatives, also ninety-six addresses of congratulations were received from universities of the Empire, Europe, North America and Africa. Members and friends of the University provided hospitality for visitors.

In 1851 the University Senate formed a committee to select books even before any professors were appointed. The first volume acquired was a Greek-Latin lexicon. Further books and a book case were purchased from local resident Rev Dr Mackaen in 1852 and a list of desiderata was sent to London. Frederick Hale Forshall "late scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge" was appointed Librarian in 1852. He resigned after 15 months and the position of Librarian lapsed for sixty years.
Note
These two Options are proposed only for situations where pavers cannot be removed for installation.
This method will make the removal of the plaques very difficult but will allow plaques to be installed if paving has been installed prior to the plaques’ installation.
THIS IS NOT THE PREFERRED METHOD.

Option 1

Section Permanent Fixing Detail (if pavers cannot be removed for installation) Option 1
Scale 1:2

Option 2

Section Permanent Fixing Detail (if pavers cannot be removed for installation) Option 2
Scale 1:2
IN2 Wall Mounted Interpretive Sign

**Graphic Details**
- Interpretive text title cap X height = 20mm
- Interpretive body text cap X height = 6mm

**Colours**
- **Option 1**
  2 pac painted to match PMS Black.
  Graphic image 2 pac painted to match PMS 405C.
  Etch and paint filled graphics or silk screened. Text to match Dulux “Vivid White” PCW B4

- **Option 2 (Bronze plaque)**
  Interpretive text title cap X height = 20mm
  Interpretive body text cap X height = 12mm

Refer to sheet 2 for Construction Details

**Typical Location**
Scale 1:20
**Construction Details**

Option 1
1. 6mm thick aluminium. Pencil round corners. Fine chamfer on edges.
2. Pins to fix panel to wall. 6mm rods welded to the back of the panel. Use non corrosive adhesives.

Photo or graphics and text to be etch and paint filled graphics or silk screened. Anti graffiti coating.

Option 2
1. Cast bronze plaque, fine chamfer on edges
2. Pins to fix plaque to wall. Pencil round corners. Fine chamfer on edges. 6mm rods brazed to the back of the panel. Use non-acetic adhesives.

Refer to sheet 1 for Graphic Details

---

**Typical Location**

Scale 1:10
FREE STANDING INTERPRETIVE SIGN

IN3  Free Standing Interpretive Sign  sheet 1/2

Graphic Details
Interpretive text title cap X height = 20mm
Interpretive body text cap X height = 6mm

Colours
Sign blade. 2 pac painted to match PMS Black.

Interpretive panel. 2 pac painted, Etch and paint filled graphics or silk screened. Graphic image 2 pac painted to match PMS -405C. Text to match Dulux “Vivid White” PCW B4

Refer to sheet 2 for Construction Details

Typical Location
Scale 1:20
Construction Details
1. Sign blade. 12mm thick, folded steel. Pencil round corners. 1mm radius on edges. Galvanised and 2 pac painted.

2. Interpretive panel. 6mm thick aluminium offset 12mm from steel sign blade. Pencil round corners. Fine chamfer on edges. Fastened with M6 counter-sunk socket machine screws (316 stainless steel) from the rear face of the sign. Photo or graphics and text to be etch and paint filled graphics or silk screened. Anti graffiti coating

- Concealed single pad footing or bored pier footing as required.

Refer to sheet 1 for Graphic Details